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Daily fantasy baseball is one of the fastest growing fantasy sports industries on the market. In this

book, you will learn the strategy necessary to be successful in the daily fantasy world. There is a lot

of money to be made in daily fantasy, and this book will teach you what it takes to win.Whether you

have never played fantasy sports before, or are a fantasy veteran who is looking to break into daily

fantasy baseball, this book is for you. This book covers basic fantasy strategy including proper

bankroll management, beginning your research, analyzing matchups, and constructing lineups. In

no time you will be a daily fantasy expert!
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Overall, I found "Get Rich With Daily Fantasy Baseball" to be an adequate, if not somewhat familiar

introduction to daily fantasy (DFS) baseball rules and strategy. Specifically, the author does a nice

job of explaining the different MLB DFS league types and the basic strategies necessary for

consistent winnings. The book is also clear and well-written, making it easy for the reader to focus

on the substance of the author's arguments and rationale without getting bogged down in arcane

fantasy sports lingo. Since this book is geared towards the introductory player, I found it refreshing



that the author does not overwhelm the reader with fantasy sports acronyms and jargon unfamiliar

to the new DFS player, as so many other fantasy sports books do without ever first defining the term

or acronym. In fact, since this is an introductory book, in a later edition I would love to see the author

include a list of the most common acronyms and jargon in daily fantasy sports, with a definition of

each (perhaps in an Appendix), since these terms are also frequently used in the fantasy baseball

forums that a novice or newbie player is likely visit.Regarding a "star" rating, I am comfortable giving

it five stars but only for the reader who is new to the daily fantasy baseball world. This is due to its

comprehensive coverage of all the basic rules and strategies of the game and, as importantly, the

fact that it doesn't oversell itself as the definitive "get-rich-quick" DFS baseball guide. In stating this,

however, I would have to say that most of the material covered here is probably pretty basic, or

even "common knowledge" to the advanced fantasy baseball participant. So, for the more advanced

player this could be a useful reference book, but I'm not sure you'll find many new or innovative

strategies here.

I have been reading many different DFS books that are available for free with Kindle Unlimited. This

is the best one I have come across so far. While there is definitely some MLB strategy in here, there

is also a ton of DFS strategy listed. This book does a great job of covering the different types of

contests available and how to play effectively in each. It also covers lineup management and

bankroll management etc. I am not a DFS baseball player, I play other sports, however I found this

book to be very helpful.

Could be better and longer but overall it's very informative and has some very great advice on

building your lineups.
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